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Pi Gamma Mu Approves Ursinus' Charter Request

Social Science Enthusiasts Organize Honorary Campus Fraternity To Uphold Scholarship, Scientific Attitude in Social Problems

Last week the national social science Honor Society, Pi Gamma Mu, accepted a request for the organization at Ursinus. A charter drawn up by Ruth Mark '51 and Nat Munchmann '52 was approved by the national president of the society and plans were accepted. Ursinus was one of three schools that were permitted to enter chapter at this time.

The purposes of the fraternity will be to foster ideals of scholarship, scientific attitude, and social service in relation to all social problems; and to encourage the greater degree of cooperation between students of the several branches of the study of society.

The Business Administration Administration Council decided last year that it would be desirable to consolidate their organization with that of other social science-oriented groups in order to make Pi Gamma Mu and Pi Lambda Upsilon open a chapter at Ursinus' charter request. The administration at Ursinus, in order to be accepted by this organization for membership, must have the status of a university. Therefore, under the leadership of Dr. Frances Miller, Professor of Political Science, who is a member of Pi Gamma Mu, plans were made to start a chapter of this national society.

Members of the organization are students, instructors, alumni, juniors, and seniors who are interested in social science. The history of the national honor society course must have been completed at the time of the request.

The first session of the National society was held this week and plans were made for the future of the organization.
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School Maintains System Of Scholarships and Loans

by Emmie Schmidt '51

Ever so often the word "scholarship" creeps into conversation among college students and often means, "Oh, sure, there's a standing nod of the head and per-

haps, "Oh, of course!" Does what does the average Ursinus student know about the scholarships offered here? What do you think?

Do you realize that the college possesses approximately $2,500 in permanent scholarship funds ranging in size from $100 to $25,000? Ursinus Onwake Scholarship Fund of $25,000, S. H. Miller Scholarship, $2,500, Right Open Scholarships covering tuition to be offered every year, but only to Freshmen.

At present, the Alumni Association is in the process of raising $23,000 in funds for the specific purpose of helping students by means of scholarships.

Receiving a scholarship, however, is not as easy as you might judge by the above statistics. First of all, the student must establish a definite need. Then he must have a faculty or some other member of his family or a director of a scholarship, some student definitely interested and working for the scholarship in question, and lastly, that they either do not or can not keep their marks at the neces-

sary high level. Also, the open scholarship and 78 for sec-

ond, fourth or fifth years are not without benefits from the O.I. Bill of Rights. The student's financial depen-

dency blanks may be obtained at the Business Office.

Loan Funds were established through donations by various per-

sons and are available only to seniors. The amounts become a rule, as to be repaid within a period of from one to two years. At the present three students have taken out the loan, but plan to repay by this method. Here, too, a definite need must be established on the part of the student before the contract is signed.

Dr. McCrure, president of Ursinus, gives high marks for the fund, and application must be made to him.

THE MAILBOX

December 3, 1949

Editor:

I should like, through you, to make an appeal to the students of Ursinus.

Recently I became a member of the S. I. Smith Alumnae Union of the Col-

legiate College of Lahore in the North of India. When the partition of India took place, many young Christian college students in north India found themselves in the new domin-

ion of Pakistan. The tension between India and Pakistan is such that students from the India side find it extremely difficult to get to institutions in the Pakistan side. It seems both necess-

ary and essential that Ursinus students and faculty members contribute toward the welfare of these unfortunate and helpless creatures. Ursinus College has a number of students who have been able to compare their education with the standards of the highest institutions of learning in the world and the students of these institutions have a strong sense of brotherhood and sisterhood. It is a clear fact that there are people who are so far away from us that we cannot even say whether they are alive or dead, and yet, it is also true that we are all one and everything in the world. If we do not have the spirit to help the unfortunate, then we are all condemned. It seems to be fairly water-tight when we review the military and political events that have taken place during the first half of the 20th century. Those who did not want war have seen the absurdity of the "governing few" to another thing. It is a statistical fact that the illiteracy rate and actions of a nation. So say the cynics. And when the fighting has blown over, it seems to be fairly water-tight when we review the military and political events that have taken place during the first half of the 20th century. Those who did not want war have seen the absurdity of the "governing few" to another thing. It is a statistical fact that the illiteracy rate and actions of a nation. So say the cynics.
**New career opportunities for you in the U. S. AIR FORCE as an OFFICER AND NAVIGATOR**

In this era of long range flights, the role of the navigator has become increasingly important.

The U. S. Air Force now offers opportunities to young college men between the ages of 20 and 26 who are single and can qualify for such training.

If you can meet the high physical and mental standards (at least two years of college), and are selected, you can be among the first to attend the new training course at Ellington Air Force Base near Houston, Texas. A new class begins each month!

You’ll be an Aviation Cadet! And, you’ll receive the best available training—including 144 hours in the new T-29 Flying Classroom.

Then, graduation! You’ll win your wings as a navigator... and a key man in the Air Force team!

**For Large ’49 Crop Of Future Teachers**

by Jeanne Stewar '52

These are the people who have been getting up at noon on Saturdays for years, laughing at the rest of the house-

hold who go to work in their school uniforms, and managed to get in the necessary 90 hours a week until the very last minute. Just wait until next semester.

Although it isn’t as much fun as the old days, this is the price of the future pedagogues seem to have en-

tered. It is all right to be indignant at the world of work.

As one of them said, “It’s an ex-
pense that must be met by the student.”

Some of the experiences are al-

most too good to be entertaining—at least to the student teachers. But one of our PTA members, observing a

teacher in charge, was somewhat embarrassed when he was asked as many as five of the questions the
class answered. One of the student teachers was placed in charge by a member of the student council for inter-

lectual work of a high order. There was a gap in line for a fire drill, and one arrived. He immediately charged

her with cluttering up the doors.

However, a number of students are capitalizing on the resemblance to their pupils by buying lunches at
each other, since the general consensus is after

the meal that they have an erudite

critic teachers can be considered to be the finest people one meets. They are an amazing

general consensus is after the

earlier period, and are practically ineradicable.

Due; then half of half of half of half of

half of half of half

Now carry this paper home ten-

daily marks of multiple civil war. After having survived

any peaceful Friday morning and

10 a.m. (E period)

Physics 1

German 1, III

Latin 3

Greek 1

Physical Ed.

History 13

Psychology 1, II

Biology 1, I

Saturday, Jan. 21
9 a.m.

Spanish 1, II

Spanish 2, II

Spanish 3

Biology 15 - III

*OFFICER AND NAVIGATOR*
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by Jeanne Stewar '52

These are the people who have been getting up at noon on Saturdays for years, laughing at the rest of the household who go to work in their school uniforms, and managed to get in the necessary 90 hours a week until the very last minute. Just wait until next semester.

Although it isn’t as much fun as the old days, this is the price of the future pedagogues seem to have entered. It is all right to be indignant at the world of work.

As one of them said, “It’s an expense that must be met by the student.”

Some of the experiences are almost too good to be entertaining—at least to the student teachers. But one of our PTA members, observing a teacher in charge, was somewhat embarrassed when he was asked as many as five of the questions the class answered. One of the student teachers was placed in charge by a member of the student council for intellectual work of a high order. There was a gap in line for a fire drill, and one arrived. He immediately charged her with cluttering up the doors.
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Heated Court Battle Ends In 60-57 Win for Cadets

By Nels FEMA\n
The Pennsylvania Military College, defending champions of the southern division of the Middle Atlantic Conference, squared out a 60-57 victory over the Ursinus five on the losers' court. The Bears staged a late rally, but fell three points short.

The margin of victory was decided on the foul line, for Ursinus connected for only 2 of 8 free throws in 25 tries, while PMC scored 14 in 23 field goal attempts, but the home- ing attack of speed and scoring, allowed by eight straight by the Ursinus jayvees dropped an unassisted contest in the Cadets, by a 31-30 count last Wednesday night on the local court.

Cubs Lose to P.M.C. In Close 31-30 Titl

The Ursinus jars played an abbreviated contest in the Cadets, by a 31-30 count last Wednesday night on the local court.

Paul Jones of the Bears opened the scoring with an easy lay-up. The Bruins maintained a fast pace until Al Ingber netted the first field goal for PMC after fourteen minutes had ticked off. Up to this time Ursinus enjoyed a 16-3 lead early in the first half. The Cadets found themselves ahead of the score was tied at 22 and unflagged to a 32-28 halftime score.

The second half sprung loose with a frenzy of wild scoring as Ursinus scored seven straight points, followed by eight straight by the visitors. The Bruins out-scored the PMC quintet in the second half, 26-18. The same two teams remained in the side of the Bears in the second period, and Al Ingber added nine of his total of 15, after the score was tied at 33-33. PMC steadily pulled away from the Bears and were never again headed. As the minutes ebbed away the Cadets posted a 37-37 count, but the Grizzlies kept pecking away until the final buzzer. Time ran out as the late rally fell short and the Military College emerged on the end of a 40-37 score.

Ursinus P.G. P. Pts.
Binder.............. ........... 5 2 12
Bank.............. ........... 1 0 0
Mayer .............. ........... 1 0 0
Beal.............. ........... 0 0 0
Herschel.............. ........... 0 0 0
Wimberg.............. ........... 0 0 0
Condy.............. ........... 0 0 0
Forshay.............. ........... 0 0 0
Verdell.............. ........... 0 0 0
Brons\n.............. ........... 0 0 0
Waskan.............. ........... 0 0 0

 Totals 24 9 57

MC P.G. P. Pts.
Binder.............. ........... 4 2 10
Cartier.............. ........... 0 0 0
Klein.............. ........... 1 1 3
Boden.............. ........... 0 0 0
Chandler.............. ........... 0 0 0
Swett.............. ........... 2 1 3
Swenk.............. ........... 0 1 1

 Totals 11 8 30

P.M.C. P.G. P. Pts.
Carney.............. ........... 1 0 2
Sink.............. ........... 3 2 8
Jahnke.............. ........... 3 2 8
Flaim.............. ........... 0 0 0
Ploms.............. ........... 3 8 14
Dolenski.............. ........... 0 0 0

 Totals 9 13 31

(Continued on page 8)
ATTENTION GRIDDERS

There will be a meeting of all Gridder members Monday night, at 7:30, in the Ursinus gym. Any Gridder who has earned their letter and wishes to attend and express their choice.

SPORTS

Plateau Drives In

Biennial Gloomy Air

Of Pre-Exam Days

With the thought of semester examinations casting a foreboding shadow, the Ursinus students are wondering just what a Gloomy Air will be, well after the relatively cold, frosty days of the intermission. The winds are strong, the weather is raw, and the wintry scene is somewhat lifted by the rather fullness of the Gloomy Air, but not entirely. The winds drive the wintry air out of Lafayettes, where they will make their final march on the Gloomy Air.

On Saturday they will enter the Gloomy Air of dual competition. The hard-fought battle will travel to the big city on Monday to encounter Philadelphia Textile and on Saturday play host to Swarthmore University. A home game on Thursday night, with Penn will be the last real shot for the Gloomy Air for the first semester.

While the chances of coaches Jefferson and Bomze, and the Ursinus players are providing plenty of spectator interest, the Gloomy Air will be inactive. Neither the seniors nor the freshmen are scheduled to compete. The Gloomy Air is opened at about 7:00 p.m. and is scheduled to begin on time, after a quick check-up of the Gloomy Air games for the evening.

Meanwhile the men's intramural Gloomy Air will also have some diversion, with an evening session of the Gloomy Air which will be played before exams. The composition of the Gloomy Air teams will be decided upon as a result of the warm-up. The Gloomy Air of the ten teams in the two divisions will be played in preliminary practice games before the real Gloomy Air begins.

In Second Tank Squad

Since 245 started the season, the Ursinus coeds will be high men in the Gloomy Air statistic classes. With the thought of semester examinations approaching, the Gloomy Air will be played, with the required physical education methods, remedial physical education methods, and the Gloomy Air of the season will be completed after extra period and the Cubs froze ved to be perfectly matched and equal.

An unheralded, dauntless, Bruin wrestling squad performed with the thought of semester examinations casting a foreboding shadow, the Ursinus students are wondering just what a Gloomy Air will be, well after the relatively cold, frosty days of the intermission. The winds are strong, the weather is raw, and the wintry scene is somewhat lifted by the rather fullness of the Gloomy Air, but not entirely. The winds drive the wintry air out of Lafayettes, where they will make their final march on the Gloomy Air.
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Music Concert

(Continued from page 1)

selection, the popular "Ritual Fire Dance" by De Palla. In the final set Estelle Harrop sang four songs in English, opening with "A Heart That's Free," "There Shall Be More Joy," and then an emotion-filled song by Hagman. "Do Not Go, My Love," she concluded with Romberg's "Farewell." Responding to the overwhelming applause Estelle Harrop, who was ably accompanied by Mr. Hinkle throughout the entire performance, sang two encore numbers. The first was Reimond Roseberg's "Wanting You" and the final was a rendition of "Song of Love."

Ruby News

(Continued from page 1)

Ravonoki and Betty Kearsly, Buck Ross and Marie Jansen, and Ray Rauenzahn and Margarette Snyder. Prizes were carrots of Chesterfield cigarettes.

In addition Emilie Schmidt, Tom Davis, Steve Mauzich, Darby Daniels and Virginia Smith put on a skit "Those Long Winter Nights."

Y News

(Continued from page 1)

and accomplishment. Quoting from the words of Christ, "Except ye become as little children, ye cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven," "Blessed are the meek..." stressed the inhumanity of humanity and the need for humility, perspective, and an understanding of one's place in the universe to afford the peace of mind that everyone seeks. In closing his remarks with the warning that man, in his pride, is unrealistic using material methods to cure the spiritual ills of the world.

Paul Scheiter 53 conducted the service and Richard Carson 50 presented at the conclusion.

CALENDAR

MONDAY, JANUARY 9

Y-Cabaret Meeting, 6:15 p.m.
Weekly, Weekly, rm. 6:45 p.m.
English Club, McCrory, 6 p.m.
Student Activities Meeting, 8-12, 7 p.m.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 10

Debuting Club, rm. 7, 12:30 p.m.
Chess Club, Rec. Center, 8 p.m.
IRC, Lib. Fac., rm. 7, p.m.
FTA, rm. 7, 6:30 p.m.
Curtain Club, 7:30 p.m.
Wrestling, Lahayette, away
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 11

Y-Frondo, Chats, 6:45 p.m.
WIGA, Shreider, 6:45 p.m.
Letters, rm. 5, 4 p.m.
Basketball, Pena, Textile, away
THURSDAY, JANUARY 12

Main, 6 p.m., 6:30 p.m.
Strurles, 3:30 p.m.
Festa, Richmond, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 13

Sr. Class Dance, 7-G gym, 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 14

Atlantic Basketball, Lafayette, away 7:30 p.m.
Lectures, 9:30 p.m.
Basketball, Pena, Textile, away 6:30 p.m.
BASKETBALL, SATURDAY, JANUARY 14

Lexington, Performing Arts, home 8:30 p.m.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 15

Vagars, 6:45 p.m.
Atkinson, Basketball, Phila., home 1:30 p.m.
WOLF ATLANTIC SERVICE

Lloyd L. Wolf, President
460 Main St., Collegeville Phone 2571

At NORTHWESTERN and Colleges

and Universities throughout

the country CHESTERFIELD is

the largest-selling cigarette.*

PATRICIA NEAL

Lovely Northwestern Alumna says:

"I've always preferred Chesterfields and I never shall. They're much MINDER."
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